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A Gaussian version of the iterative proportional fitting procedure (IFP-P) was
applied by Speed and Kiiveri to solve the likelihood equations in graphical
Gaussian models. The calculation of the maximum likelihood estimates can be seen
as the problem to find a Gaussian distribution with prescribed Gaussian marginals.
We extend the Gaussian version of the IPF-P so that additionally given condi-
tionals of Gaussian type are taken into account. The convergence of both proposed
procedures, called conditional iterative proportional fitting procedures (CIPF-P), is
proved.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction by Kruithof [17] and Deming and Stephan [10],
the iterative proportional fitting procedure (IPF-P) has been applied in
various situations, e.g., maximum likelihood estimation in contingency
tables under marginal constraints. In the continuous case (cf. Kullback
[19]) especially the Gaussian version of the IPF-P has received great
attention. It is applied to solve the likelihood equations in graphical
Gaussian models. These equations are immediately connected to the
problem of finding a Gaussian distribution with prescribed Gaussian
marginals (cf. Andersen et al. [1], Lauritzen [21]). The application of the
IPF-P in this area is due to Speed and Kiiveri [25] who embedded the
procedure in a class of cyclic algorithms.
In general, the IPF-P can be seen as an algorithm that generates an
approximation of a measure specified by fixed marginals. This viewpoint of
the procedure raises the question if a modified IPF-P can be applied to
approximate measures specified by a set of marginals as well as conditionals.
Such a method will supplement investigations in the literature which
address the specification of measures by marginals and conditionals (cf.
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Gelman and Speed [12], Arnold et al. [3, 4]). Moreover, it can be used
to check the compatibility of the given marginal and conditional con-
straints so that ‘‘impossible models’’ can be avoided. Examples of such mis-
specifications are given in Arnold et al. [2].
Two so-called conditional iterative proportional fitting procedures
(CIPF-P) were proposed by Cramer [6, 7] to find an approximation of a
probability measure that fulfills the marginal and conditional constraints.
They are an extension of algorithms introduced by Mitscherling [22] and
Bock [5] for discrete distributions. In their general versions both proce-
dures are based on the successive applications of I-projections, i.e., the
solution of one of the minimization problems
(I1) I(Q & P0)  min
Q # M
, (I2) I(P0 & Q)  min
Q # M
,
where P0 is a fixed probability measure, M is a given set of probability
measures (eventually specified by constraints) and
I(P0 & Q)=|
X
log
dP0
dQ
(x) dP0(x)
is the KullbackLeibler distance for probability measures P0 and Q. The
solution of the previous optimization problem (Ij) is called I j-projection,
j=1, 2. Imitating the geometrical interpretation of the IPF-P, both proce-
dures are of a cyclic structure and calculate in each step a probability
measure by projecting on one set Mi w.r.t. the KullbackLeibler distance.
The procedure starts with an initial measure P(0) and can be visualized by
the following scheme
P(0) wM1 P(1) wM2 } } } wMm P(m) wM1 P(m+1) wM2 } } } wM j } } }
In our setting Mi is defined as the ith constraint which is either a marginal
or a conditional (see (1.3), (1.4)). For a detailed description we refer to
Cramer [6].
In this paper we focus on a more special problem. We proceed on the
assumption that all considered distributions, i.e., the initial distribution and
all constraints, are regular p-dimensional Gaussian distributions, i.e., they
are multivariate distributions with a Lebesgue density
.(x; +, 7)=
1
(2?) p2 (det 7)12
_exp {&12 (x&+)$ 7&1(x&+)= , x # R p, (1.1)
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where + # R p and 7 # R p_ppd is a positive definite matrix. For brevity we
write, for a measure P with a density (1.1), P=Np(+, 7). The Kullback
Leibler distance of Gaussian distributions Np(+, 7) and Np(&, () is given
by (cf. Whittaker [27, p. 167])
I(Np(+, 7) & Np(&, ())
=
1
2
&+&&&2(+
1
2
tr(7(&1)&
1
2
log det(7(&1)&
p
2
(1.2)
where tr(A) denotes the trace of a matrix A and &+&&&2(=(+&&)$_
(&1(+&&) is a Mahalanobis distance. Since the right-hand side of (1.2)
depends only on the parameters of the underlying Gaussian distributions
we write I((+, 7) & (&, ()) for brevity instead of I(Np(+, 7) & Np(&, ()).
Our aim is to approximate a Gaussian distribution P*=Np(+*, 7*)
prescribed by some marginal and conditional distributions of Gaussian
type (see (1.3), (1.4)). This leads to a system of linear equations. But in
general, an algebraic solution is difficult to obtain since it has to be taken
into consideration that a solution, i.e., the covariance matrix 7*, must be
positive definite.
To be more precise, let X be a p-dimensional random vector with Gaussian
distribution Np(+, 7) and unknown parameters + and 7, m # N be the
number of marginal and conditional constraints and XJ=(Xj(1) , ..., Xj(r))$
be a subvector of X, where <{J=[ j(1), ..., j(r)]Ip=[1, ..., p] with
j(1)< } } } < j(r). If the i th constraint is a conditional, i.e., the conditional
distribution of XK(i) | XL(i)=xL(i) with nonempty subsets K(i), L(i)Ip of
indices is prescribed, we require the assumption
XK(i) | XL(i)=xL(i) tN |K(i)|(i+Ui xL(i) , S i), xL(i) # R |L(i)|, (1.3)
with prespecified parameters i # R
|K(i)|, Ui # R |K(i)|_|L(i)|, and S i #
R |K(i)|_|K(i)|pd . If the marginal distribution of XK(i) with a nonempty set
K(i)Ip of indices is prescribed, we assume that
XK(i) tN |K(i)|( i , S i), (1.4)
with i # R
|K(i)| and S i # R |K(i)|_|K(i)|pd . In this case we put L(i)=<. The set
of probability measures which fulfill the i th constraint is denoted by
MK(i) | L(i) . If we focus on one single constraint we drop the subscript and
write MK | L .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give explicit expres-
sions of the Ij -projections of a Gaussian distribution on a set MK | L . They
turn out to be Gaussian distributions (cf. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3). Hence,
the type of distribution is retained so that we have only to determine the
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parameters of the corresponding Gaussian distributions. These results are
applied to prove the convergence of the Gaussian CIPF-Ps in Section 3.
Furthermore, we state some differences between the algorithms. Section 4
contains the proofs of the Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF I-PROJECTIONS
General representations of the densities of the I-projections w.r.t. a given
product measure are presented in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 in Cramer [6].
Applying these results in the case of the Lebesgue measure, we obtain the
representations:
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a probability measure on the Borel space (R p, B p)
with Lebesgue density p.
(i) For a prescribed marginal density (xK) on (R |K|, B |K|) the
Lebesgue density of the I-projection Tj, K | < P of P on MK | <=
[Q: q(xK)=(xK)] is given by
tj, K | < p(x)=p(xR | xK) (xK), j=1, 2, (2.1)
where R=Ip "K and p(xK), q(xK) represent the marginal densities of P, Q
w.r.t. K, respectively. p(xR | xK)=p(xK _ R)p(xK) denotes the conditional
density of XR given XK=xK .
(ii) If a conditional density (xK | xL) is specified, we obtain for the
density of the I1-projection T1, K | LP of P on MK | L=[Q: q(xK | xL)=
(xK | xL)] the representation
t1, K | L p(x)=cK | L p(xR | xK _ L) (xK | xL) p(xL)
_exp [&I(( vK | xL) & p( vK | xL))], (2.2)
where R=Ip "(K _ L), I(( vK | xL) & p( vK | xL)) denotes the Kullback
Leibler distance of ( vK | xL) w.r.t. p( vK | xL) and cK | L is a normalizing con-
stant.
The density of the I2 -projection T2, K | LP of P on MK | L is determined by
t2, K | L p(x)=p(xR | xK _ L) (xK | xL) p(xL). (2.3)
In the following Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we evaluate these expressions in
the Gaussian setting. The proofs are obtained by some lengthy matrix
calculations and are deferred to Section 4. To simplify the notation we con-
sider the distributions of the rearranged random vector (X$L , X$K , X$R)$. We
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write (Tj, K | LP) (L, K, R) for the projected measures to indicate this assump-
tion. Similar notations are used to describe the expectation vectors and the
covariance matrices. In particular, we define for a matrix C=(Cjk) # R p_p
and nonempty sets K, LIp the submatrix CL, K=(C jk) j # L, k # K where we
assume that the indices are in increasing order. Furthermore, if CL, L is a
regular matrix let
CK V L=CK, LC &1L, L and CK : L=CK, K&CK, LC
&1
L, LC$K, L .
Theorem 2.2. The unique I1 -projection T1, K | LP of a regular Gaussian
measure P=Np(+, 7) on a set MK | L specified by (1.3) or (1.4) is a regular
Gaussian distribution.
(i) For a marginal constraint, i.e., for L=<, we require (1.4) and we
find
(T1, K | <P) (K, R)=Np \\ +R+7R V K (&+K)+ ,
_ S7R V K S
S7$R V K
7R : K+7R V K S7$R V K&+ . (2.4)
(ii) For a conditional constraint, i.e., for L{<, we require (1.3) and
we find
(T1, K | LP) (L, K, R)
=Np \\ +L, K+’L, K+R+7R V (L, K) ’L, K+ ,
_ HL, K7R V (L, K) HL, K
HL, K 7$R V (L, K)
7R : (L, K)+7R V (L, K)HL, K7$R V (L, K) &+ , (2.5)
where
HL, K=_ Q
&1
L, K
UQ&1L, K
Q&1L, K U$
S+UQ&1L, K U$& , (2.6)
QL, K=7&1L, L+D$L, K7
&1
K : LDL, K , DL, K=U&7K V L ,
’L, K=HL, K _&D$L, K7
&1
K : L&U$S
&1
S&1 & (+U+L&+K). (2.7)
Theorem 2.3. The unique I2 -projection T2, K | LP of a regular Gaussian
measure P=Np(+, 7) on a set MK | L specified by (1.3) or (1.4) is a regular
Gaussian distribution.
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(i) For a marginal constraint, i.e., for L=<, we require (1.4) and we
find
(T2, K | < P) (K, R)=Np \\ +R+7R V K (&+K)+ ,
_ S7R V KS
S7$R V K
7R : K+7R V K S7$R V K &+ . (2.8)
(ii) For a conditional constraint, i.e., for L{<, we require (1.3) and
we find
(T2, K | L P)(L, K, R)
=Np \\ + (L, K)+’L, K+R+7R V (L, K)’L, K+ ,
_ VL, K7R V (L, K) VL, K
VL, K7$R V (L, K)
7R : (L, K)+7R V (L, K) VL, K7$R V (L, K)&+ , (2.9)
where
VL, K=_ 7L, LU7L, L
7L, LU$
S+U7L, LU$& , ’L, K=\
0
+U+L&+K + . (2.10)
A remarkable result is that the I-projections of a regular Gaussian
measure are regular Gaussian distributions, too, provided that the con-
straints are regular. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the convergence
properties of the corresponding parameters when we examine the con-
vergence properties of the CIPF-Ps in the Gaussian setting.
To simplify the notation we identify the sets of probability measures
MK(i) | L(i) with the parameter sets of the Gaussian distributions in these
sets. Let the i th constraint be a marginal. The set MK(i) | < is represented
by the parameter space
MK(i) | <=[(&, C): &K(i)= i , CK(i), K(i)=Si].
In the case of a given conditional we introduce the notation
MK(i) | L(i)=[(&, C): &K(i)+CK(i) V L(i)&L(i)=i , CK(i) V L(i)=Ui , CK(i) : L(i)=Si].
The intersection M=mi=1 MK(i) | L(i) represents the set of all regular
Gaussian measures that fulfill all given constraints. We assume subsequently
that M is nonempty.
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3. CONVERGENCE OF CIPF-P
Since the I1 -projection and the I2 -projection of a given measure P on a
set MK | L are different in case of a conditional distribution constraint we
can define two different iterative procedures by the successive application
of I-projections. As illustrated in the introduction of Cramer [6], the
conditional iterative proportional fitting procedures (CIPF-P) proceed as
follows ( j=1, 2):
P (0)j =P, P
(1)
j =Tj, K(1) | L(1) P
(0)
j , ..., P
(m)
j =T j, K(m) | L(m)P
(m&1)
j ,
P (m+1)j =Tj, K(1) | L(1)P
(m)
j , ... .
In the following we write CIPF-Pj if the CIPF-P is based on the Ij -projection.
In this section we establish the convergence of both procedures in the
Gaussian setting. We make use of some properties of the sequences (P(k)j )k ,
j=1, 2, given in Cramer [6]. We need the following auxiliary results:
Lemma 3.1. Let Q0=Np(+0 , 70), 70>0, be a Gaussian measure with
Q0 # M and (P (k)j )k # N be the sequence of probability measures generated by
the CIPF-Pj with initial distribution P (0)j =P, j=1, 2.
Then for both sequences of probability measures the following monotonicity
property holds
I(Q0 & P (k&1)j )I(Q0 & P
(k)
j ), k # N, j=1, 2. (3.1)
Proposition 3.2. If a probability measure Pj with limk   &P(k)j &Pj&=0
exists then Pj # M, j=1, 2.
The proofs are given in Cramer [6].
Lemma 3.3. Let + # R p and 7 # R p_ppd . Then the function I((+, 7) & ( } , } ))
is continuous on the set R p_R p_ppd .
The proof can be carried out by a representation of the KullbackLeibler
distance as function of the so-called A- and D-criterion .A and .D , respec-
tively, from experimental design (cf. (3.4)). Those criteria are known to be
continuous (cf. Heiligers [14]).
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that a measure Q0=Np(+0 , 70), 70>0, in M
exists. Let (P (k)1 )k # N be the sequence of iterated I1 -projections starting with
an initial distribution P=Np(+, 7).
Then we have:
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(i) There exists a probability measure P*1 # M with limk  
I(P*1 & P (k)1 )=0.
(ii) There exist parameters (+*1 , 7*1) # R p_R p_ppd with P*1=Np(+*1 , 7*1).
(iii) P*1 is the unique I1 -projection of P on M.
(iv) limk   &P*1&P (k)1 &=0 where & }& denotes the total variation
distance.
Proof. (I) For : # [0, ) define the :-sublevel sets
S 1(Q0 , :)=[(+~ , 7 ) # R p_R p_ppd : I((+0 , 70) & (+~ , 7 )):].
By Lemma 3.3 the function I((+0 , 70) & ( } , } )) is continuous on the set
S 1(Q0 , :) for arbitrary :0. Hence, S 1(Q0 , :) is closed for : # [0, ) (cf.
Hiriart-Urruty and Lemare chal [15, p. 148]).
(II) We show that S 1(Q0 , :) is a bounded subset of R p_R p_ppd . The
KullbackLeibler distance can be written as
I((+0 , 70) & (+1 , 71))=I((+0 , 71) & (+1 , 71))+I((0, 70) & (0, 71)) (3.2)
I((0, 70) & (0, 71)), (3.3)
where the summands are given by
I((+0 , 71) & (+1 , 71))=
1
2
&+0&+1 &271 ,
I((0, 70) & (0, 71))=
1
2
tr(707&11 )&
1
2
log det(707&11 )&
p
2
=
1
2
tr(70 7&11 )+
p
2
.D(707&11 )&
p
2
. (3.4)
Here .D(A)=&log det(A)p denotes the D-criterion of experimental
design. In particular, since the trace tr(A) is a linear function of A on R p_p
it is convex in A. The D-criterion .D(A) is strictly convex on the set R p_ppd
and convex on the set of non-negative matrices R p_pnnd (cf. Heiligers [14,
p. 11]). Hence, the function I((0, 70) & (0, 71)) is strictly convex on R p_ppd
(as a function of 7&11 ). From these properties we conclude the convexity of
the sublevel sets
S (0)1 (:)=[7
&1 # R p_ppd : I((0, 70) & (0, 7 )):], : # [0, )
(cf. Hiriart-Urruty and Lemare chal [15, p. 145]). If (+~ , 7 ) # S 1(Q0 , :), we
obtain from (3.3) that the matrix 7 &1 is an element of S (0)1 (:). Hence, the
set [7 : there exists +~ # R p with (+~ , 7 ) # S 1(Q0 , :)] is bounded if S (0)1 (:) is
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bounded. For a fixed but arbitrary :0, the convex sublevel set S (0)1 (:)
is bounded iff a number :0 # R exists, such that S (0)1 (:0) is nonempty
and bounded (cf. Rockafellar [23, p. 70]). From the definiteness of the
KullbackLeibler distance (cf. Kullback and Leibler [20]) we deduce
S (0)1 (0)=[7
&1
0 ], so that S
(0)
1 (0) is nonempty and bounded. Ergo, S
(0)
1 (:)
is bounded for every :0.
Next we apply this result to prove the boundedness of S 1(Q0 , :). We
show first that for every :0 a positive number c=c(:)>0 exists, such
that for an arbitrary matrix 7 &1 # S (0)1 (:) the smallest eigenvalue is bounded
from below by c, i.e., *1(7 &1)>c.
Suppose that such a number c>0 does not exist. Since all matrices in
S (0)1 (:) are positive definite, a sequence ((7
(k)
1 )
&1)k # NS (0)1 (:) of positive
definite matrices with the property
lim
k  
*1((7 (k)1 )
&1)=0 (3.5)
can be found. For k # N let *p(70(7 (k)1 )
&1) } } } *1(70(7 (k)1 )
&1) be the
eigenvalues of 70(7 (k)1 )
&1 in decreasing order. They are positive real num-
bers because 70 and 7 (k)1 are positive definite. Then we have for all k:
2:  2I((0, 70) & (0, 7 (k)1 ))
= tr(70(7 (k)1 )
&1)&log det(70(7 (k)1 )
&1)& p
= :
p
i=1
[*i (70(7 (k)1 )
&1)&log *i (70(7 (k)1 )
&1)&1]

(V)
*1(70(71(k))&1)
0
&log *1(70(7 (k)1 )
&1)&1

(VV)
&log *p(70)&log *1((7 (k)1 )
&1)&1.
In (V) we make use of the inequality &log( y)1& y, and in (VV) we apply
the inequality *1(AB)*p(A) *1(B) for the eigenvalues of two nonnegative
definite matrices (cf. Gantmacher [11, p. 624]). Hence, we obtain for :0
the inequality
2:&log *p(70)&log *1((7 (k)1 )
&1)&1. (3.6)
From the assumption (3.5) we conclude that the right-hand side of (3.6)
tends to infinity if k   which contradicts : # [0, ).
Henceforth for all :>0 and (+1 , 71) # S 1(Q0 , :) the KullbackLeibler
distance (3.2) is bounded from below as follows:
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:I((+0 , 70) & (+1 , 71))

c(:)
2
&+0&+1 &2Ip+I((0, 70) & (0, 71)), (3.7)
where Ip=diag(1, ..., 1). If S 1(Q0 , :) would be unbounded, a sequence
of parameters ((+ (k)1 , 7
(k)
1 ))k # N # S 1(Q0 , :) exists with max[&+ (k)1 &2Ip ,
&7 (k)1 &2]  , where &A&
2
2=*p(A$A) denotes the spectral norm on R
p_p.
Since (7 (k)1 )
&1 # S (0)1 (:) we conclude *1((7
(k)
1 )
&1)c(:) or equivalently
&7(k)1 &2=*p(7
(k)
1 )1c(:)<.
Therefore limk   &+ (k)1 &
2
Ip= must necessarily hold. This leads to a con-
tradiction to (3.7). Hence, the set S 1(Q0 , :) is for :0 a compact, non-
empty set in the parameter space R p_R p_ppd . In particular, this yields that
S 1(Q0 , I((+0 , 70) & (+, 7))) is compact and nonempty.
(III) From the monotonicity property of the sequence (P (k)1 )k # N (cf.
Lemma 3.1) we get with the notations P(k)1 =Np(+
(k), 7(k)) that
(+(k), 7(k))k # NS 1(Q0 , I((+0 , 70) & (+, 7))).
Since this latter parameter space is compact, the sequence (+(k), 7(k))k # N
contains a convergent subsequence (+(lk), 7(lk))k # N with corresponding
Gaussian distributions (P (lk)1 )k # N . Denote its limit by (+1*, 71*) with
71*>0. From Proposition 3.2 we conclude P1*=Np(+1* , 71*) # M. In par-
ticular, the limit distribution of P (lk)1 =Np(+
(lk), 7(lk)) is Gaussian with
positive definite covariance matrix 71*>0, and henceforth
I((+1* , 71*) & (+, 7))<.
Applying again the monotonicity of the KullbackLeibler distances, we see
that the sequence of distances (I((+1* , 71*) & (+
(k), 7(k))))k # N is decreasing
and we find by Lemma 3.3
lim
k  
I((+1* , 71*) & (+(k), 7(k)))= lim
k  
I((+1*, 71*) & (+(lk), 7(lk)))=0.
Thus the sequence (P (k)1 )k # N converges. Applying a result of Csisza r [9]
(see also Ru schendorf [24]) we obtain that the limit measure P1* is the
unique I1 -projection of P on M.
Assertion (iv) follows from a general inequality between the total varia-
tion distance and the KullbackLeibler distance obtained by Kullback
[18], Csisza r [8], and Kemperman [16], i.e.,
&P&Q&- 2I(P & Q), P and Q probability measures. K
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A similar convergence result holds for the CIPF-P2 as well. The proof of
convergence is based on the monotonicity property given in Lemma 3.1.
Applying this property of the sequence (P (k)2 )k # N the proof is along the
lines of the previous one and therefore is omitted here.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that a measure Q0=Np(+0 , 70), 70>0, in M
exists. Let (P (k)2 )k # N be the sequence of iterated I2 -projections starting with
an initial distribution P=Np(+, 7). Then we have:
(i) There exists a probability measure P2* # M with limk  
I(P2* & P
(k)
2 )=0.
(ii) There exist parameters (+2*, 72*) # R
p_R p_ppd with P2*=Np(+2*, 72*).
(iii) limk   &P2*&P
(k)
2 &=0 where & }& denotes the total variation
distance.
Remark 3.6. It was stated above that if exclusively marginals are
specified, the CIPF-Ps trivially coincide. In this case they yield the
Gaussian version of the iterative proportional fitting procedure investigated
by Speed and Kiiveri [25] (for complex Gaussian distributions see Andersen
et al. [1]). In fact, Speed and Kiiveri [25] embedded the Gaussian IPF-P
in a class of iterative procedures specified by some updating equations of
the form
(7(k)):, ;=M, (:, ;) # (L, K )_(L, K ),
(7(k))&1:, ;=(7
(k&1))&1:, ; , (:, ;)  (L, K )_(L, K ).
It turns out that the CIPF-Ps presented in this paper cannot generally be
embedded into this framework.
For example, in case of a conditional constraint of the type (1.3) the
CIPF-Ps update the covariance matrix 7(k&1) in the following way:
(7(k))&1=(7(k&1))&1+_M
&1
k&1&(7
(k&1)
(L, K ), (L, K ))
&1
0
0
0& ,
where Mk&1 is given by HL, K and VL, K in case of the CIPF-P1 and CIPF-P2 ,
respectively (cf. (2.6), (2.10)). In the notation of Speed and Kiiveri [25] the
updating equations read
(7(k)):, ;=M &1k&1 , (:, ;) # (L, K )_(L, K ),
(7(k))&1:, ;=(7
(k&1))&1:, ; , (:, ;)  (L, K )_(L, K ).
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In contrast to the marginal case where the matrix Mk&1=M is constant
the matrix Mk&1 depends on the matrix 7(k&1). Hence, the results of Speed
and Kiiveri [25] cannot be applied to the CIPF-Ps.
Moreover, in the case of marginal constraints our definition of the
CIPF-Ps allows the adjustment of marginal expectation vectors. Thus the
Gaussian IPF-P of Speed and Kiiveri [25] is extended for marginal con-
straints, too.
Remark 3.7. It appears that the CIPF-P2 does not necessarily converge
to the I2 -projection of P on M. For example consider the case of two given
marginals specified by
M[i] | <=[(&, C) # R2_R2_2pd : & i=0, Cii=1], i=1, 2.
Then the set M is given by
M=[(0, C) # R2_R2_2pd : C11=C22=1].
Thus a Gaussian distribution Q(:) # M has necessarily the covariance
matrix 7(:)=( 1:
:
1) with : # (&1, 1). From a result given in Csisza r [9] we
obtain that the I1-projection of some initial distribution P=N2(0, ( 1;
;
2)),
; # (- 2, - 2), is given by the Gaussian distribution Q(:*)=N2(0, 7(:*))
with :*=(2&;+(4+;4)12)(2;). Since the CIPF-Ps coincide the
sequence (P (k)2 )k # N converges to Q(:*). On the other hand an analytic
minimization w.r.t. the set M leads to a Gaussian measure Q(:**) with
:**=($2+- 2)13&}($2+- 2)&13+;3,
where $=2;327+;3, }=2&;23, and 2=(}3)3+($2)2. One can
show that :*{:** iff ;{0, so that
I(P & Q(:*))>I(P & Q(:**)), ;{0.
Hence, the limit Q(:*) is not the I2 -projection of P on M.
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.2 AND 2.3
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let L=<. We assume first that +=0. Since the
marginal distributions of a Gaussian distribution are Gaussian (cf. Tong
[26]) we obtain
XR | XK=xK tN |R|(7R V KxK , 7R : K), xK # R |K|.
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On the other hand the density of the I1 -projection is determined by (2.1),
i.e.,
t1, K | < p(x)=.(xR ; 7R V KxK , 7R : K) } .(xK ; , S)
=const } exp [& 12[(xR&7R V KxK)$ 7
&1
R : K(xR&7R V K xK)
+(xK&)$ S&1(xK&)]]. (4.1)
The quadratic forms in the argument of the exponential function in (4.1)
can be written as follows
(xR&7R V KxK)$ 7&1R : K(xR&7R V K xK)+(xK&)$ S
&1(xK&)
=(x$K&$, x$R&$7$R V K)
__S
&1+7$R V K 7&1R : K 7R V K
&7&1R : K 7R V K
&7$R V K 7&1R : K
7&1R : K &\
xK&
xR&7R V K+
=
(V)
(x$K&$, x$R&$7$R V K)
__ S7R V KS
S7$R V K
7R : K+7R V K S7$R V K&
&1
\ xK&xR&7R V K+ .
In (V) we make use of an inversion formula for partitioned matrices (cf.
Graybill [13, p. 184]). Since t1, K | <p is a probability density we obtain
with +=0
T1, K | <P=Np \\ 7R V K+ , _
S
7R V KS
S7$R V K
7R ; K+7R V KS7$R V K&+ . (4.2)
Now let +{0. With x~ R=xR&+R+7R V K +K we write (see, e.g., Tong
[26])
t1, K | <p(x)=.(xR ; +R+7R V K (xK&+K), 7R : K) } .(xK ; , S)
=.(x~ R ; 7R V KxK , 7R : K) } .(xK ; , S).
Applying (4.1) and (4.2) establishes the assertion of Theorem (2.2).
Let L{<. From (2.2) we know that the density of the I1 -projection of
P is given by
t1, K | L p(x)=cK | L } .(xR ; +R+7R V (L, K)(x(L, K)&+(L, K)), 7R : (L, K))
_.(xK ; +UxL , S) } .(xL ; +L , 7L, L)
_exp(&I((+UxL , S) & (+K+7K V L(xL&+L), 7K : L)))
=.(xR ; +R+7R V (L, K)(x(L, K)&+L, K), 7R : (L, K)) } h(xK _ L),
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with some function h( } ), say. With the settings
 =+U+L&+K , x~ L=xL&+L , and x~ K=xK&+K (4.3)
and applying the representation of the KullbackLeibler distance for
Gaussian distributions (cf. (1.2)) we obtain for the function h( } )
h(xK _ L)=const } exp(& 12 (&x~ K& &Ux~ L&
2
S+&x~ L&
2
7L, L
+& +DL, Kx~ L&27K : L)).
The Mahalanobis distances in the argument of the exponential function
can be written as
&x~ L&27L, L+& +DL, Kx~ L&
2
7K : L
=&x~ L+Q&1L, K D$L, K 7
&1
K : L  &
2
Q&1L, K
+const. (4.4)
If we write +^L=&Q&1L, K D$L, K 7
&1
K : L  and +^K= +U+^L for brevity we
obtain
&x~ K& &Ux~ L&2S+& +DL, Kx~ L&27K : L+&x~ L&
2
7L, L
=&x~ K&+^K&U(x~ L&+^L)&2S+&x~ L&+^L&
2
Q&1L, K
+const
=(x~ (L, K)&+^(L, K))$ _QL, K+U$S
&1U
&S &1U
&U$S&1
S &1 & (x~ (L, K)&+^L, K)
+const
=&xL, K&+(L, K)&+^(L, K) &2HL, K+const.
Since the constant corresponds to a normalizing term only, we conclude
that htNr+s(+(L, K)++^(L, K) , HL, K). Applying the equation
HL, K _&D$L, K 7
&1
K : L&U$S
&1
S &1 &=_
&Q&1L, KD$L, K7
&1
K : L
IK&UQ&1L, KD$L, K 7
&1
K : L&
yields the representation
’L, K =HL, K _&D$L, K 7
&1
K : L&U$S
&1
S&1 & (+U+L&+K)
=_ &Q
&1
L, K D$L, k7
&1
K : L
IK&UQ&1L, KD$L, K7
&1
K : L& (+U+L&+K)=\
+^L
+^K+ , (4.5)
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so that htNr+s(+(L, K)+’L, K , HL, K). Hence, the density of the I1 -projec-
tion is given by
t1, K | L p(x)=.(xR ; +R+7R V (L, K)(x(L, K)&+L, K), 7R : (L, K))
_.(x(L, K) ; +(L, K)+’L, K , HL, K).
A renewed application of the marginal case proves the assertion. K
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The case L=< is derived immediately from the
fact that T1, K | <P=T2, K | < P and Theorem 2.2.
Let L{<. From (2.3) we obtain that the I2 -projection is given by the
density
t2, K | L p(x)=.(xR ; +R+7R V (L, K)(xL, K&+ (L, K)), 7R : (L, K))
_.(xK ; +UxL , S) } .(xL ; +L , 7L, L)
=.(xR ; +R+7R V (L, K)(x(L, K)&+(L, K)), 7R : (L, K))
_h(xK _ L), say.
Using the abbreviations (4.3) the function h( } ) can be written as
h(xK _ L)=const } exp(& 12 (&x~ K& &Ux~ L&2S+&x~ L &27L, L)).
The Mahalanobis distances are equal to
(xK& &Ux~ L)$ S &1(x~ K& &Ux~ L)+x~ $L7&1L, L x~ L
=(x~ $L , x~ $K& $) _ 7L, LU7L, L
7L, LU$
S+U7L, LU$&
&1
\ x~ Lx~ K& + .
Therefore we obtain htNr+s(+(L, K)+’L, K , VL, K) with
’L, K=\ 0+U+L&+K + , VL, K=_
7L, L
U7L, L
7L, LU$
S+U7L, LU$& .
The assertion now follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. K
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